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Our approach for mixing font families is to keep one quality consistent, and let the seriffed Mercury
serves for text, and the sans serif Gotham furnishes all the . Websites using the typeface Gotham
Rounded with personal recommendations for similar web fonts, suggested font pairings and the
closest free alternative. Gotham is a geometric sans-serif typeface that is among the most widely used
fonts of the last decade. From Obama's 2008 presidential campaign to countless . 47 samples of the
font Gotham in use.. Gotham is a sans-serif font. It goes well with Mercury,. If you're thinking about
using Gotham then try 32px for headers. This month the fonts Roboto, Karla, Camphor, Colfax and
Avenir Next are all proving popular. There have been a bunch of sites relating to design, agency, .
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